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Los Angeles Basin Section
Society of Petroleum Engineers

A Message from the Chair
Things for which to be Thankful

 As I write this, the Thanksgiving 
holiday is still fresh in my memory.  I 
have a lot of things for which to be 
thankful, but in this column I want 
to emphasize only two.

First, I am thankful for this:

Certainly I am thankful because the price of crude oil per barrel 

PETROLEUM TECHNOLOGY FORUM PROGRAM, DECEMBER 14, 2010 
Speaking at the next Petroleum Technology Forum will be Ali Kahn from the State of California, 
Department of Conservation's Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources (DOGGR) and Pablo S. 
Gutierrez from the California Energy Commission (CEC)         Abstract & bio fo!ow on Page 3...

Location:
Long Beach Petroleum Club

3636 Linden Avenue
Long Beach, CA  90807

Time:
Registration: 11:30 AM
Buffet Lunch: 11:30 AM

Presentation: 12:00-1:00 PM

Cost:
$20.00 members, 
Free for students.

...continues on page 2
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has been relatively high, but I am even more thankful because it has been relatively stable. The 
graph is based on Friday closing prices, so some of the market volatility is filtered out in the view 
above – but the minimum value is over $70 per barrel, and the maximum is less than $87 per 
barrel. Or to look at it another way, say,”$78.50 per barrel, plus or minus 11%.”  Of course high 
crude oil prices are good for our business, but even better is the combination of relatively high oil 
prices and relatively stable oil prices. If we can make investment decisions based on an 
expectation of that kind of price environment, things are looking up for sure.

The second thing for which I want to express my thankfulness is the multitude of volunteers who 
make the Los Angeles Section of the Society of Petroleum Engineers work. This organization 
runs very smoothly and very effectively, and without a lot of drama.  The reasons for that are the 
many volunteers who care about the work of LASPE, and give their time and effort to make good 
things happen.

A recent example is our Golf Tournament. LASPE’s annual Golf Tournament, usually held in May, 
is the Section’s major fund raiser.  It is run by a committee of volunteers, and many of those 
people have volunteered to do the needed work for years. This year, however, job changes left the 
position of Chairman of the Golf Tournament Committee vacant. One of my first problems as 
the new Chair of the LASPE Board was to find a new Golf Chairman.

I am not a golfer, and I didn’t have any close friends among the Golf Tournament Committee. 
But I asked around, and got some opinions, and soon I had a volunteer to become the new Golf 
Chairman: Rich Manuel.  Most of the membership of the Golf Tournament Committee is still 
the same, but now they have a new leader.  Rich has years of experience, and also runs another oil 
industry golf tournament.

I welcome Rich to the leadership of LASPE’s big fundraising event, and I am looking forward to 
a successful Golf Tournament in May of 2011. I am very grateful to Rich Manuel for stepping 
forward when a volunteer was needed, and I am thankful for all of the volunteers whose efforts 
make LASPE work so well.

As the end of 2010 approaches, I wish all of you happy holidays, and I hope that the price of 
crude oil continues to be high and stable for all of 2011.  I also hope that the prosperity of our 
industry is reflected in a successful LASPE Golf Tournament, providing funds to continue the 
(volunteer-driven) activities of LASPE.

Happy Holidays to you all!

Mike Utt
LASPE Chairperson 2010-2011

Message from the Chair...continued from page 1
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FORUM FROM PAGE 1 . . .

There is great worldwide drive for renewable green energy. By 2020, California is mandated 
to have 33 percent of its electricity from renewable resources.  Here we present two papers. 
The first describes the world’s largest heat mining operation using treated sewage fluids flashed 
to steam. The second is about the California Energy Commission’s efforts to help operators 
develop geothermal energy from produced oil and gas fluids in the Los Angeles Basin.

Abstract:
From Flush to Flash- Renewable Green Energy from Treated Sewage Fluids:
The Geysers Geothermal field, the largest geothermal field in the world, is about 160 km 

north of San Francisco.  The field started production in 1960 with a 12 MWe power plant. By 
1987, steam production peaked at 112 billion kg, generating approximately 1,500 MWe. A rapid 
decline in production ensued. At that point, the cumulative mass replacement rate (i.e., the 
fluid re-injection rate) was only about 25%, resulting in reservoir dry-out and superheat. 
Without additional recharge, about 33% of the recoverable heat-energy could be extracted. 
However, with injection, a major heat mining operation could start. Yet there was no water 
except for the cooling tower recoveries and seasonal streams. 

For many years, Lake County and the City of Santa Rosa (Sonoma County) had been looking 
for avenues to dispose their treated effluent.  Since The Geysers was in need of water and the 
county and city needed an effluent disposal outlet, a unique public-private collaboration began. 
In 1997, Lake County constructed a 42-km-long pipeline to transport 1.01 million kg of 
secondary treated effluent per month to The Geysers for injection, which resulted in additional 
steam. This prompted Santa Rosa and other municipalities in Sonoma County to construct a 
similar pipeline. By the end of 2003, the Santa Rosa pipeline was completed, resulting in an 
additional 1.25 million kg of tertiary treated effluent to The Geysers every month.  The current 
mass replacement from both pipelines and other sources is about 85% of production. This has 
resulted in sustained steam production, a decrease in non-condensable gases, improved electric 
generation efficiency, and lower air emissions. The additional electricity generated as a result of 
these two pipelines is about 155 MWe per year. The Geysers has become the largest heat mining 
operation in the world. Locally this success story is called “Flush to Flash.” 

Bio – Ali Kahn:
Khan is an Operations and Permitting Supervisor for the State of California, Department of 

Conservation's Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources (DOGGR) in the Cypress 
district. In this capacity, he oversees permitting, drilling, production and injection operations in 
the Los Angeles Basin, and promotes public health and safety through public meetings and 
dissemination of technical data. Prior to his current appointment, he was Geothermal District 

Electricity from Treated Sewage 
and 

Produced Waters from Oil and Gas:
By Ali Kahn & Pablo S. Gutierrez

PETROLEUM TECHNOLOGY FORUM PROGRAM, DECEMBER  14, 2010 

continues next page
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Engineer for the DOGGR Santa Rosa office.  Khan earned his BS and MS degrees from the 
Middle East Technical University, Ankara, Turkey. For 35 years Khan has worked in upstream oil, 
gas, and geothermal projects in Turkey, Pakistan, Germany, and the United States Gulf Coast. 
Khan received the American Association of Petroleum Geologists’ Gulf Coast Section’s “Best 
Paper” and “Levorson” awards for “New Ideas in Exploration of Oil and Gas,” as well as the 
Department of Conservation’s “Superior Accomplishment Award.” 

Abstract:
Geothermal Energy Co- Production from Oil and Gas Wells in Los Angeles Basin:
California's electricity system faces several important problems.  One problem is insufficient 

generating capacity to accommodate projected needs. A second major problem is transmission 
congestion: insufficient transmission and distribution (T&D) infrastructure compounds the 
generating capacity problem, especially in high-demand centers of the state. Voltage dips and 
outages resulting from capacity shortages lead to power flow anomalies that create even further 
local electricity flow bottlenecks and power quality problems. A third issue is the mandated 
requirement to increase the proportion of renewable energy sources into the State’s energy mix 
and to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases. Another part of the problem is the relative lack 
of a diversified resource and generation supply system. California remains dependent on fossil 
fuel sources, natural gas in particular, as its major source of energy generation, leaving the state 
with little insulation from possible (deleted future) supply disruptions and the associated price 
shocks. A possible solution to current and future electricity system problems is increased 
distributed generation through the development of geothermal energy resources in oil and gas 
fields.

Bio – Pablo S. Gutierrez:
Mr. Gutierrez is the Geothermal Program Technical Lead, for the California Energy 

Commission (CEC) located in Sacramento, California.  As the Geothermal Program Lead his 
responsibilities includes administration and management of the Geothermal Program which 
finances and promotes research, development, demonstration and commercialization of 
geothermal technologies through grants with private companies, utilities, universities, and 
governmental agencies.  Previous to his tenure with the CEC, Mr. Gutierrez was employed by 
the California Environmental Protection Agency (CalEPA) where his duties centered on 
construction management of wastewater treatment projects.  Prior to Mr. Gutierrez’s 
employment with the CalEPA, he was employed by Southern Gas Company where his 
assignments included analysis of natural gas pipelines and distribution systems, pipeline 
construction, operation and maintenance, and monitoring and failure analysis.  As an 
undergraduate, Mr. Gutierrez worked for Union Oil Company where he participated in various 
research projects including determining scaling, corrosion and erosion rates, and failure 
mechanisms of nickel-alloy and low carbon steel pipeline, injection pumps and wells exposed to 
high pressure and high temperature brines, and pipeline operation and maintenance.  Mr. 
Gutierrez is a Mechanical Engineer, attended undergraduate and graduate school at California 
State University, Fresno.  He has co-authored a variety of technical papers related to geothermal 
energy.

Leila Rashedi
Forum Chairperson
lrashedi@betaoffshore.com

mailto:lrashedi@betaoffshore.com
mailto:lrashedi@betaoffshore.com
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ROBERT VISSER SPEAKS ON 
DEEPWATER TROUBLE AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Photos of  the  LASPE Petroleum Technology Forum as 
Robert Visser spoke to section members on the Deepwater Horizon trouble and other 
major offshore developments on November 9, 2010 at the Long Beach Petroleum Club. 
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YOUNG PROFESSIONAL LASPE –  TECHNICAL/SOCIAL EVENT

THUMS Island Tour and Rock Bottom Social Event, Long Beach, CA
November 4, 2010

LASPE Young Professionals were given a tour of the THUMS Long Beach Islands to 
understand different working environments of the oil industry.  Twenty-five young professionals 
and students attended the island tour.  The tour went to Island White in the Long Beach harbor 
and was shown how with cooperation between the city and Oxy oil operations are carried out in 
an urban environment.    Young professionals attending this event were from various oil & gas 
operators and service companies across LA Basin.

After the tour, young professionals met at Rock Bottom for  a social event sponsored by BP.
Special thanks to LASPE, OXY and BP for supporting this event.  LASPE Young 

Professionals next event is a December 9th social event at the Petroleum Club; details to follow.
Some images:
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MATHEMATICS, ENGINEERING, SCIENCE, ACHIEVEMENT (M.E.S.A) 
OUTREACH EVENT 

On November 2, 2010, LASPE hosted a Mathematics, Engineering, Science, Achievement 
(M.E.S.A) outreach event sponsored by the City of Long Beach and Oxy Long Beach, Inc, through 
its Thums and Tidelands Oil Production Company subsidiaries.  The outreach event consisted of a 
Thums Island tour and a fun night out at the Pizza Place Restaurant in Long Beach, targeted for 
MESA middle school students and teachers from central California and based from the MESA 
center at CSU Fresno.  

The students were very excited and thankful for SPE hosting the event.  On behalf of the 
MESA teachers at Fresno State, they wanted to thank LASPE for providing a wonderful learning 
experience for their students.  The Thums Island tour was conducted by Rick Finken, Baldev Gill, 
and Carlos Carrion of the City of Long Beach Department of Gas and Oil.  At the restaurant, the 
students interacted with our young SPE professionals: Vanessa Perez, John Meehan, and Ryan 
Kwong.  Vanessa is a MESA program alumnus from Bakersfield.  Louie Lopez, the Director of the 
CSU Fresno MESA Schools Program, sent us pictures of the tours and the social dinner at the 
Pizza Place.  SPE would like to thank Scott Hara, our LASPE Outreach Chair, for organizing this 
event and our SPE members and companies for their time and financial support to increase 
industry awareness and to encourage the students to graduate from college with science-based four 
year degrees.  

Some photos of event follow.

! ! ! ! ! ! !
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MORE MESA EVENT PHOTOS

Inside the Beach Fossil MuseumInside the Beach Fossil Museum
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 Dear SPE Student Chapter Faculty Advisors and Student Chapter Presidents: 

We are pleased to announce the applications for the 2011 Star scholarships and fellowships 
are now available. Applications within each region must be submitted by 15 March 2011. SPE 
will notify recipients by 20 May 2011.

Each year, SPE awards Star scholarships and fellowships globally representing a 1 million 
dollar commitment to education. A total of 71 Star scholarships and fellowships were awarded 
in 2010 representing the 15 SPE regions. Regions may customize the criteria, number and 
value of the scholarships and fellowships. Thus, the dollar amount of the funding varies among 
the Regions. See Regional Details for more information.

Scholarships are available in all 15 SPE regions to students entering or currently enrolled in 
university pursuing an undergraduate degree related to the oil and gas industry. The 
fellowships are also available in every region to graduate students pursuing a degree related to 
the oil and gas industry. Students must be current members of SPE and enrolled in university 
for a minimum of 9 months from the announcement of the award. Applicants need to apply to 
the region based on their permanent address.

We seek your assistance and support to inform students in your student chapter and university 
as soon as possible of the available Star Scholarships and Fellowships. Applications and 
program criteria are available online at www.spe.org/go/star.

Applications must be submitted by emailor mail to the attention of SPE Regional Scholarship 
Chairman. All applications must be typed. No handwritten applications will be accepted.  

Thank you for your continuous support and dedication to SPE.

If you would like additional information or have questions please contact us at Star@spe.org 

Best Regards,
Erin O'Sullivan 
Regional Activities Coordinator
Society of Petroleum Engineers
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LASPE BOARD MEETING MINUTES
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING NO. 12,  NOVEMBER  9, 2010

Attending:

Mike Utt, Section Chair
Rick Finken, Treasurer
Candra Janova, Board Member
Vanessa Perez, Jr. Past Section Chair
Dr. Sam Sarem, WNAR Director 
Dr. Jalal Torabzadeh, Sr. Past Section Chair

Robert Visser, Assistant Treasurer
Dr. Eric Withjack, Vice Chair
Scott Hara, 2010 WNAR Co-Chairperson
AB Gorashi Abdulrahman, Board Member
Rachel Spitz, Secretary
Katy Canan, Board Member
Jack Smith, Scholarship Chair

1. The meeting was called to order at 10:30 AM

2. The proposed Agenda was approved.

3. The minutes of the meeting of October 12, 2010, as published in November 2, 2010 LASPE 
Newsletter were approved.

4. Announcements:
4.1! Rich Manuel was introduced as the New Chairman of the Golf Tournament Committee. 

5.   Reports

5.1! Treasurer Rick Finken: 2010-2011 draft proposal discussed but still not approved.  
October draft proposal was approved.  The treasurers report was reviewed and approved.

5.2! Golf Tournament Report:  Rich Manuel will begin planning the tournament which will 
be held May 6th or 13th, 2011 at either Los Serranos or Green River Golf Course.

5.3! Student Chapters Report: Jalal Torabzadeh would like to continue free student admission 
to the LASPE forums..

5.4! WNA Regional Update – Sam Sarem
5.4.1   Presented the ATCE CD.
5.4.2  SPE-organizational chart was handed out, a copy of this chart will follow the 

minutes. 
5.4.3  Continued support to the SPE Foundation is recommended.  The foundation 

provides three distinguished lecturers per year based on donations.
5.4.4  International Awards – “How To” guides were introduced (new application forms 

and criteria).  To view the new information and instructions please visit the 
following website www.spe.org/speawards.com.  The deadline for nominations is 
February 15th, 2011.  Contact Tom Whipple (972) 952-9370 or Cynthia Thompson 
(972) 952-9370 with questions regarding International Awards.  For Regional 
Awards contact Caroline Seifert (972) 952-9457 or Brian Wiggins (972) 952-9451.

continues next page

http://www.spe.org/speawards.com
http://www.spe.org/speawards.com
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LASPE BOARD MEETING MINUTES CONTINUES...

6.    Old Business
6.1  Final Expenses from 2010 Western Region Meeting were discussed by Rick Finken.  

6.2  The 2009-2010 budget was closed.

7.    New Business
7.1! Report of Committee on Revenue Enhancement and Cost Reduction- to be discussed by 

Scott Hara at next meeting. 

7.2! Nominations for SPE Awards-Not discussed.

7.3! Section Activities:

7.3.1   Young Professionals
7.3.1.1 Candra Janova will be moving to Dallas to follow a career opportunity with 

ENCANA.  He resigned as the YP liaison and the LASPE will need to nominate 
a new board member & YP liaison.

7.3.1.2 Katy Canan discussed the THUMS Island Tour which took place Thursday, 
November 4, 2010.  30 people attended and BP sponsored the event.  Eric 
Withjack attended and noted that is was a very worthwhile event.

!
7.3.2   Continuing Education 

7.3.2.1 Jalal suggested nominating someone to be liaison between the student 
chapters. 

7.3.1.2 The section should contribute speakers for local schools.  Robert Visser and 
Sam Sarem offered to speak at the schools.

7.3.2.3 Mike Utt is offering USC and CSULB the opportunity to utilize 1-2 pages in 
the LASPE monthly newsletter.

7.3.1.2 Quarterly recommendation letters should be sent by the Chair for recent 
graduates to increase knowledge of SPE

7.3.3   Scholarships – Jack Smith, given by Vanessa Perez, additional funds are needed 
for scholarships.

7.3.3.1 Mr. & Mrs. Robert Visser donated $1,000 towards a scholarship for a 
graduate student majoring in a petroleum or closely related field at USC or 
CSULB. 

7.3.3.2 Craig Webster would like to volunteer on the science fair and scholarship 
committees.

7.3.3.3 Scholarship money is needed through endowments from the SPE.

8.   The meeting was adjourned at 11.45 A.M.
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POSITION AVAILABLE   
PXP 

Plains Exploration & Production Company 
Exciting and challenging opportunities await you Plains Exploration & Production Company (PXP) in the Los Angeles Basin 
and Bakersfield, CA.  PXP is an independent oil & gas company primarily engaged in the upstream activities of acquiring, 
exploiting, developing, and producing oil & gas in its core areas of operation: onshore and offshore California, Texas, and 
the Gulf Coast region of the United States.  

CURRENT OPPORTUNITIES 
 
SR. RESERVOIR ENGINEER (Bakersfield) 
 
BASIC PURPOSE OF POSITION: 
Generate shareholder value through the identification and implementation of 
field enhancement / development projects. By reservoir surveillance of existing 
company properties to monitor production performance and make 
recommendations for optimization of production rates and reserves. 
 
POSITION SPECIFICATIONS: 
• Minimum of BS in Engineering. 
• Minimum of 10 years of oil and gas industry with a technical proficiency 

in all areas of reservoir engineering 
• Must have a working knowledge of commercial oil and gas economics 

software. PXP uses Merak's PEEP. Training will be provided. 
• Working knowledge of field surveillance/management software extremely 

beneficial. 
• Must be proficient in use of Microsoft Office. 
• Must have good presentation, communication and technical writing skills. 
• Must be flexible and adaptable to changing priorities and meet established 

deadlines. 
• Must be a self-starter interested in working in a team-oriented environment 

that delivers high quality, comprehensive, well-planned work product. 
 

 
SR. DRILLING ENGINEER (Bakersfield) 
 
BASIC PURPOSE OF POSITION:  
Plan and implement all phases of well drilling activities. Responsible for drilling 
engineering and operations for all wells in assigned areas to provide all technical data, 
well research and cost estimates to drill to proposed total depth through running an 
cementing the production casing in  the most efficient and prudent manner.  
Surveillance of daily drilling operations.  May be involved in completion and 
workover operations as well.  Administer various plans, policies and programs related 
to drilling activities; work closely with contract crews to insure efficient, safe 
operations; keep Drilling Manager advised on progress of drilling activities. 
 
POSITION SPECIFICATIONS: 
• Must have a B.S. degree in Petroleum Engineering or related field 
• A minimum of 10 years of progressively responsible experience in oil and gas 

onshore drilling practices, preferably onshore. 
• Must have a working knowledge of state and federal regulatory laws and 

regulations (i.e., 
Environmental Protection Act, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, 
Regulation and Enforcement). 

• Must be proficient with personal computers and spreadsheet software. Working 
knowledge of Windows, Excel, e-mail, database management and local area 
networks. 

• Must be able to deal logically and effectively with all levels of management.  
• Must be proficient with staff work including oral and written communications. 
 

 
RESERVOIR ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN (Bakersfield) 
 
BASIC PURPOSE OF POSITION:  
Provide reservoir and production engineering technician level support to staff. 
This position will assist in the maintenance of OFM and Peep, and Access 
databases. Support engineers by extracting reports, developing surveillance 
tools, and participating in well reviews. 
 
POSITION SPECIFICATIONS: 
• Minimum of 5 years experience as an engineering technician in the oil and 

gas industry or equivalent education and experience required. 
• Proficient using MS Office products (Excel, Word, PowerPoint) and 

aptitude to learn new software.  Prior experience with economics software 
(PEEP and/or ARIES) preferred in addition to OFM. 

• Ability to organize work and results, keep records and prepare reports from 
such records.  Possess good analytical ability to solve problems.  
Consistent accuracy is critical. 

• Ability to work in a fast-paced setting, process work rapidly, set priorities, 
work under pressure and follow through with assigned tasks with limited 
supervision. 

• Willingness to accept a work schedule with hourly demands which will 
vary as departmental workload fluctuations occurs. 

• SEC reserve reporting experience preferred. 
 

 
ENVIRONMENTAL ADVISOR (Los Angeles Basin) 

 
BASIC PURPOSE OF POSITION:  
Interprets applicable regulations and permit conditions and provides field support of 
regulatory requirements pertaining to air, water, waste, and endangered species. 
Broad knowledge and understanding of environmental compliance issues, procedures 
and regulations.  Works under general supervision, conferring with supervisor on 
unusual matters. 
 
POSITION SPECIFICATIONS: 
• Bachelor’s degree in science or engineering preferred 
• A minimum of 7 years of experience in an Oil and Gas related job preferred.  
• Demonstrated leadership, strong interpersonal skills and self-initiator. Broad 

knowledge and understanding of environmental and safety compliance issues, 
procedures and regulations.   

 

HOW TO APPLY 
Successful candidates will enjoy a generous compensation and benefits package. Qualified applicants must have 
authorization to live and work in the United States.   PXP does not provide sponsorship. Submit Cover Letter & Resume to: 
PXP Attn: Human Resources, 1200 Discovery Dr., Suite 500, Bakersfield, CA  93309 or Fax 661-395-5283 or email 
calcareers@pxp.com EOE, M/F/D/V 
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Reservoir Management
Drilling Programs

Waterflood Optimization
Tertiary Recovery / EOR

Economic Evaluation
Acquisition and Divestitures

Scott W. McGurk
Petroleum Engineering Consultant

LA Basin SPE 2007 Past Chairman 
714-403-9839

LOVESM @ IX.NETCOM.COM

SERVICES OFFERED   
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CURRENT BOARD, OFFICERS & CHAIRS

Please notify SPE Headquarters directly with change of address: P.O. Box 833836, Richardson, TX 
75083 Tel: (800) 456-6863 Fax: (972) 952-9435 or go to http://www.spe.org/mbrservices/index.cfm We 
appreciate your feedback. Send your comments/suggestions/contributions to Larry Gilpin, Editor: 
larry@4thforge.com 

VISIT the LA SPE Web Site @ www.LASPE.org

As of October 2010

email Names Position cell/phone/work # 

torabzad@csulb.edu Jalal Torabzadeh Senior past chair/Section Membership Chair voting

Candra_Janova@oxy.com Chandra Janova Board Member-2012     Young Professional  562 624 3245/cell 
310-528-1813

voting

dremmw@yahoo.com Eric Withjack  Vice Chair
Board Member-2012 

562-347-2504

562-347-2500

voting

SantiaE@slc.ca.gov Ed Santiago Scholarship/Science Fair committee

goras9@aol.com AB Gorashi Board Member-2011 916-798-0700 voting

lrashedi@betaoffshore.com Leila Rashedi Forum Chair 832-372-9345

Larry@4thForge.com Larry Gilpin Webmaster 714-847-7119

rspitz@ptslabs.com Rachel Spitz Secretary 714-264-3984 cell
562-347-2504

Craig.webster@slc.ca.gov Craig Webster Board member-2013  Scholarship Committee voting

jack.smith@slc.ca.gov Jack Smith Scholarship Chair

mikeutt@roadrunner.com Mike Utt 2010-2011 Chairperson 714-488-8952    
872-8495

voting

Rcvbelmar@aol.com Robert Visser Board member-2011/Assistant Treasurer 310-378-7925 voting

Sam4IPRC@aol.com Sam Sarem Nominating Committee

Scott_Hara@oxy.com Scott Hara Community Outreach 626-482-6757 

katy_Canan@oxy.com Katy Canan Board Member 2013 voting

perezv28@gmail.com Vanessa Perez Junior past chair/student outreach 661-342-2955 voting

Richard.finken@longbeach.gov Rick Finken Treasurer 562-570-3961

http://www.spe.org/mbrservices/index.cfm
http://www.spe.org/mbrservices/index.cfm
mailto:larry@4thforge.com
mailto:larry@4thforge.com
http://www.LASPE.org
http://www.LASPE.org
mailto:rspitz@ptsgeolabs.com
mailto:rspitz@ptsgeolabs.com

